We present new measurements of the projected spin-orbit angle λ for six WASP hot Jupiters, four of which are new to the literature , and two of which are new analyses of previously measured systems using new data (WASP-71, and -79). We use three different models based on two different techniques: radial velocity measurements of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect, and Doppler tomography. Our comparison of the different models reveals that they produce projected stellar rotation velocities (v sin I s ) measurements often in disagreement with each other and with estimates obtained from spectral line broadening. The Boué model for the RossiterMcLaughlin effect consistently underestimates the value of v sin I s compared to the Hirano model. Although v sin I s differed, the effect on λ was small for our sample, with all three methods producing values in agreement with each other. Using Doppler tomography, we find that WASP-61 b (λ = 4
INTRODUCTION
All eight planets of the Solar system orbit in approximately the same plane, the ecliptic, which is inclined to the solar equatorial plane by only 7.155 ± 0
• .002 (Beck & Giles 2005) . The orbital axes for the Solar system planets therefore exhibit near spin-orbit alignment with the Sun's rotation axis (the origin of the slight divergence from true alignment is unknown). There is no guarantee, however, that this holds true for extrasolar planets, as it is known that from binary stars that spin-orbit angles can take a wide variety of values (e.g. Hube & Couch 1982; Hale 1994; Albrecht et al. 2007 Albrecht et al. , 2009 Jensen & Akeson 2014; Albrecht et al. 2014) . Compared to such systems, measurement of the alignment angle ('obliquity') for an extrasolar planet is more difficult owing to the greater radius and luminosity ratios. This is compounded by the face that the host star of a close-in exoplanet generally rotates more slowly than does the primary star in a stellar binary of the same orbital period. We are also generally limited to measuring the alignment angle as projected on to the plane of the sky, generally referred to as λ. Measurement of the true obliquity (ψ) requires knowledge of the inclination of the stellar rotation axis to the line of sight, Is, an angle that is currently very difficult to measure directly. It is possible to infer a value for Is using knowledge of the projected stellar rotation speed, v sin Is, the stellar radius, Rs, and the stellar rotation period, Prot (e.g. Lund et al. 2014) , but the last of these can in turn be tricky to determine (e.g. Lendl et al. 2014 ).
HD 209458 b was the first extrasolar planet for which λ was measured (Queloz et al. 2000a) . Since that work the number of systems for which the projected spin-orbit alignment angle has been measured or inferred has been increasing at a steady rate, and is now closing in on 100. By far the majority of these are transiting, hot Jupiter extrextrasolarasolar planets, and for most of these the value of λ has been modelled using the Holt-Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) effect (Holt 1983; Schlesinger 1910 Schlesinger , 1916 Rossiter 1924; McLaughlin 1924) , the spectroscopic signature that is produced during a transit by the occultation of the red-and blue-shifted stellar hemispheres. Other, complementary methods such as Doppler tomography (DT, Collier Cameron et al. 2010a ), consideration of the gravity darkening effect (e.g. Barnes, Linscott & Shporer 2011) , modelling of photometric starspot signatures (e.g. Nutzman, Fabrycky & Fortney 2011; Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2011; Tregloan-Reed et al. 2015) , measurement of the chromospheric RM effect in the Ca II H & K lines (Czesla et al. 2012) , and analysis of photometric variability distributions (Mazeh et al. 2015) have also contributed to the tally.
While the vast majority of the measurements have been made via the RM effect, the models that have been used to model this effect have changed over time, becoming more complex and incorporating more detailed physics. The first models in widespread use were those of Ohta, Taruya & Suto (2005 , 2009 ) and Giménez (2006) , but these were superseded by the more detailed models of Hirano et al. (2011) and Boué et al. (2013) , which take different approaches to the problem. A recent addition to the stable of RM models is that of Baluev & Shaidulin (2015) . This assortment of models means, combined with the variety of instruments with which RV measurements are made, might be introducing biases into the parameters that we measure, particularly v sin Is and λ. These have yet to be fully explored.
In this work, we present analysis of the spin-orbit alignment in six hot Jupiter systems, found by the WASP consortium (Pollacco et al. 2006) , with the aim of shedding new light on the problems discussed above. We observed WASP-61 (Hellier et al. 2012) ; WASP-62 (Hellier et al. 2012) ; WASP-71 (Smith et al. 2013 ) WASP-76 (West et al. 2016 ); WASP-78 (Smalley et al. 2012) , and WASP-79 (Smalley et al. 2012) .
These six systems were observed with HARPS under programme ID 090.C-0540 (PI Triaud). Our earlier RM observation campaigns selected systems across a wide range of parameters and aimed to increase the number of spinorbit measurements with as few preconceptions as possible. Here, we instead selected six particular objects. At the time, Schlaufman (2010) , Winn et al. (2010) and Triaud (2011) had noticed intriguing relations between some stellar parameters and the projected spin-orbit angle. Our selection of planets, orbiting stars with T eff around 6250 K, was meant to verify these.
METHODS
As in Brown et al. (2012a,b) , we analyse the complete set of available data for each system: WASP photometry; follow-up photometric transit data from previous studies; follow-up spectroscopic data from previous studies; newly acquired photometric transit data, and newly acquired intransit spectroscopic measurements of the RM effect using HARPS. New data are described in the appropriates subsections of Section 3, and are available both in the appendix and online as supplementary information. Our modelling has been extensively described in previous papers from the SuperWASP collaboration (Collier Cameron et al. 2007; Pollacco et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2012b , e.g.), but we summarize the process here for new readers.
Our analysis is carried out using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm using the Metropolis-Hastings decision maker (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) . Our jump parameters are listed in Table 1 , and have been formulated to minimize correlations and maximize mutual orthogonality between parameters. We use √ e sin(ω), √ e cos(ω), √ v sin I sin(λ), and √ v sin I cos(λ) to impose uniform priors on e and v sin Is and avoid bias towards higher values (Ford 2006; Anderson et al. 2011) . Several of our parameters (namely impact parameter, T eff , [Fe/H] , and the Boué model parameters when appropriate) are controlled by Gaussian priors by default (see Table 2 ). Others may be controlled by a prior if desired, see Section 2.2.
At each MCMC step, we calculate models of the photometric transit (following Mandel & Algol 2002) , the Keplerian RV curve, and the RM effect (see following section). Photometric data is linearly decorrelated to remove systematic trends. Limb-darkening is accounted for by a four-component, non-linear model, with wavelength appropriate coefficients derived at each MCMC step by interpolation through the tables of Claret (2000 Claret ( , 2004 . The RV Keplerian curve, and thus the orbital elements, is primarily constrained by the existing spectroscopic data, as our new, in-transit spectroscopy covers only a small portion of the orbital phase. Quality of fit for these models is determined by calculating χ 2 . Other parameters are derived at each MCMC step using standard methods. Stellar mass, for example, is calculated using the T eff − −Ms calibration of Torres et al. (2010) , with updated parameters from Southworth (2011) . Stellar radius is calculated from Rs/a (derived directly from the transit model) and the orbital period, via Kepler's third law.
We use a burn-in phase with a minimum of 500 steps, judging the chain to be converged (and thus burn-in complete) when χ 2 for that step is greater than the median χ 2 of all previous values from the burn-in chain (Knutson et al. 2008) . This is followed by a phase of 100 accepted steps, which are used to re-scale the error bars on the primary jump parameters, and a production run of 10 4 accepted steps. Five separate chains are run, and the results concatenated to produce the final chain of length 5 × 10 4 steps. The reported parameters are the median values from this final chain, with the 1σ uncertainties taken to be the values that enclose 68.3 percent of the distribution.
We test for convergence of our chains using the statistics of (Geweke 1992 , to check inter-chain convergence) and (Gelman & Rubin 1992 , to check intra-chain convergence). We also carry out additional visual checks using trace plots, autocorrelation plots, and probability distribution plots (both one-and two-dimensional). If an individual chain is found to be unconverged then we run a replacement chain, recalculating the reported parameters and convergence statistics. This process is repeated as necessary until the convergence tests indicate a fully-converged final chain.
We have used the UTC time standard and Barycentric Julian Dates in our analysis. Our results are based on the equatorial solar and jovian radii, and masses, taken from Allen's Astrophysical Quantities.
Modelling spin-orbit alignment
Our first model for the RM effect is that of Hirano et al. (2011) . This has become the de facto standard thanks to its rigourous approach to the fitting procedure, which crosscorrelates an in-transit spectrum with a template, and maximizes the cross-correlation function (CCF). This method requires prior knowledge of several broadening coefficients, specifically the macroturbulence, vmac, and the Lorentzian (γH ) and Gaussian (βH ) spectral line dispersions. For this work we assumed γH = 0.9 km s −1 in line with Hirano et al., and also assumed that the coefficient of differential rotation, αrot = 0 1 . βH is calculated individually for each RV data set, and depends on the instrument used to collect the data as it is a function of the spectral resolution. Boué et al. (2013) pointed out that the Hirano et al. model is poorly optimized for instruments which use a CCF based approach to their data reduction. For iodine cell spectrographs (e.g. HIRES at the Keck telescope), the Hirano et al. (2011) model works well, but for the HARPS data that we obtained for our sample the Boué et al. (2013) model (as available via the AROME library 2 ) should be more appropriate. The model defines line profiles for the CCFs produced by the integrated stellar surface out-of-transit, the uncovered stellar surface during transit, and the occulted stellar surface during transit, and assumes them to be even functions. The correction needed to account for the RM effect is calculated through partial differentiation, linearization, and maximization of the likelihood function defined by fitting a 1 Whilst several of the systems under consideration are rapidly rotating, without knowledge of the inclination of their stellar rotation axes it is difficult to place a value on αrot. 2 http://www.astro.up.pt/resources/arome/ Gaussian to the CCF of the uncovered stellar surface. This approach has been tested using simulated data, but has yet to be widely applied to real observations. In this paper, we will therefore compare its results to those from the two other models. To do so, we require values for the width of the Gaussian that is fit to the out-of-transit, integrated surface CCF (σ0), and for the width of the spectral lines expected if the star were not rotating (β0). The latter we set equal to the instrumental profile appropriate to each datum, whilst we use the former as an additional jump parameter for our MCMC algorithm, using the average results given by the HARPS quick reduction pipeline as our initial estimate and applying a prior using that value.
The DT approach was developed by Collier Cameron et al. (2010a) for analysis of hot, rapidly rotating host stars that the RM technique is unable to deal with. It has since been applied to exoplanet hosts with a range of parameters (Collier Cameron et al. 2010b; Brown et al. 2012b; Gandolfi et al. 2012; Bourrier et al. 2015) . The alignment of the system is analysed through a comparison of the in-transit instrumental line profile with a model of the average outof-transit stellar line profile. This latter model is created by the convolution of a limb-darkened stellar rotation profile, a Gaussian representing the local intrinsic line profile, and a term corresponding to the effect on the line profile of the 'shadow' created as the planet transits its host star. This 'bump' in the profile is time-variable, and moves through the stellar line profile as the planet moves from transit ingress to transit egress. Its width tells us the width, σ, of the local line profile, and is a free parameter. Since this width is measured independently, we can disentangle the turbulent velocity distribution of the local profile from the rotational broadening, measuring both v sin Is and vmac directly. This gives DT an advantage over spectral analysis, as although it is possible to determine the turbulent velocity using the latter method it requires spectra with very high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For work such as ours it is usually necessary, therefore, to assume a value for vmac.
The path of the bump is dictated by b and λ, and as the planet moves from transit ingress to transit egress its shadow covers regions of the stellar surface with different velocities. This leads to a relation between b, λ, and v sin Is, which must fit the observed stellar line profile when the local profile and rotational profile are convolved. We thus have two equations for two unknowns (v sin Is and σ, as both b and λ can be determined from the bump's trajectory), which are therefore well determined. Since λ and v sin Is are independently determined using this method, it has the advantage of being able to break degeneracies that can arise between these two parameters in low impact parameter systems (Brown et al. 2012b, e.g.) . We note, however, that this breaks down in systems with very slow rotation, i.e. where the uncertainty on v sin Is is comparable to the rotation velocity.
Another advantage that is often observed with DT is the improved precision on measurements of λ that it provides, as seen by Bourrier et al. (2015) for the case of the rapidly rotating KOI-12 system. This method also has potential as a confirmation method for planetary candidates, as seen with the case of recent case of HATS-14 b (Hartman et al. 2015) , or conversely as a false positive identifier for difficult to confirm systems.
For all of these models we separate our RV measure- Table 2 . Details of the Bayesian priors that we apply during our MCMC analysis, and the values that were applied during the final analysis of each system. Priors marked † are only applied during tomographic analyses, and are taken from the headers of the relevant CCF FITS files. Priors marked ‡ are only applied during analyses using the Boué model for the RM effect, and are estimated from the CCF FWHM in the FITS file headers.
System Parameter
WASP-61 6250 ± 150 −0.10 ± 0.11 0.09 ± 0.08 18.970 ± 0.002 15.1 ± 0.5 WASP-62 6230 ± 80 0.04 ± 0.06 0.29 ± 0.11 14.970 ± 0.005 12.8 ± 0.5 WASP-71 6050 ± 100 0.14 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.14 7.799 ± 0.003 13.7 ± 0.5 WASP-76 6250 ± 100 0.19 ± 0.10 0.14 ± 0.10 −1.102 ± 0.001 8.5 ± 0.5 WASP-78 6100 ± 150 −0.35 ± 0.14 0.42 ± 0.11 0.456 ± 0.002 10.9 ± 0.5 WASP-79 6600 ± 100 0.03 ± 0.10 0.71 ± 0.03 4.9875 ± 0.0004 25.0 ± 0.5 ments by instrument, and further treat spectroscopic data taken on nights featuring planetary transits as separate data sets. Our Keplerian RV model considers these separated sets of data to be independent. To account for stellar RV noise, an additional 1 m s −1 is added in quadrature to the outof-transit data; this is below the level of precision of the spectrographs used for this work.
Exploring system architectures
As in our previous work, we explore the possible solutions for each system using a combination of parameter constraints and initial conditions. We have four independent constraints that can be applied.
(i) Apply a Gaussian prior on v sin Is. This indirectly controls the jump parameters v sin l and v cos l.
(ii) Force the planet's orbit to be circular, e = 0. This indirectly controls the jump parameters e sin w and e cos w.
(iii) Force the barycentric system RV to be constant with time,γ = 0, neglecting long-term trends that are indicative of third bodies.
(iv) Force the stellar radius, Rs, to follow a main sequence relationship with Ms, or use the result from spectral analysis as a prior on Rs.
We consider all 16 possible combinations of these four constraints, analysing each case independently as described above. We discuss these analyses in the following sections. Once all combinations have been examined, we identify the most suitable combination by selecting that which provides the minimal value of the reduced chi-squared statistic, χ 2 red . This combination is then reported as the final solution for each system. 
RESULTS

WASP-61
WASP-61 b orbits a solar metallicity, moderately rotating F7 star, and was initially identified using WASP-South. Followup observations using TRAPPIST (Jehin et al. 2011) , EulerCam (see Lendl et al. 2012 for details of the instrument and data reduction procedure), and CORALIE (Queloz et al. 2000b) showed that the signal was planetary in origin (Hellier et al. 2012) . The planet has a circular orbit with a period of 3.9 d, and has a relatively high density of 1.1 ρJup.
We observed the transit on the night of 2012 December 22 using the HARPS high-precisionéchelle spectrograph (Mayor et al. 2003 ) mounted on the 3.6-m ESO telescope at La Silla. Fortuitously, we were able to simultaneously observe the same transit photometrically using EulerCam (white light; Fig. 1 ). We use these new data in conjunction with all of the data presented in the discovery paper (including the original SuperWASP observations) to model the system using our chosen methods.
Hirano model
Trial runs with different combinations of input constraints revealed that the impact parameter of the system is low, ∼ 0.1. As expected, a degeneracy between v sin Is and λ was observed to be present, with the distinct crescent shaped posterior probability distribution covering a wide range of angles and extending out to unphysical values of v sin Is. Our v sin Is = 10.29 ± 0.36 km s −1 prior restricted the values of the two parameters as expected, but we felt that it was better to allow both to vary normally given our aim of comparing the various RM models. Tests with circular and eccentric orbital solutions showed no evidence for an eccentric orbit, with the F-test of Lucy & Sweeney (1971) returning a less than 5 percent significance for eccentricity. This is also expected, as our new near-and in-transit RV measurements do not help to constrain the orbital eccentricity. Relaxing the stellar radius constraint led to insignificant variations in stellar density (which is computed directly from the photometric light curve, and therefore is distinct from the mass and radius calculations), but for some combinations of input constraints the value of the stellar mass varied by ≈ 1σ. Tests for long-term trends in the barycentric velocity of the system returned results with strongly varying values of both positive and negativeγ, so we set this parameter to zero for our final runs.
The selected solution therefore does not apply a prior on v sin Is, assumes a circular orbit, neglects the possibility of a long-term trend in RV, and neglects the stellar radius constraint. The fit to our data returns χ 2 red = 1.2. This particular combination of applied constraints returns an projected spin-orbit alignment angle of λ = 1
• .3
−17.3 , an impact parameter of b = 0.11
−0.07 , and a projected rotation velocity of v sin Is = 11.8
, which is in agreement with the spectroscopic value of v sin Is = 10.29 ± 0.36 km s −1 determined from the HARPS spectra using vmac = 5.04 km s −1 , itself derived using the calibration of Doyle et al. (2014) . The RM fit produced by the best-fitting parameters is shown in Fig. 2. 
Boué model
Similarly to the Hirano model tests, we found no evidence for an eccentric orbit (as expected), no reason to apply a constraint on the stellar radius, and no long-term trend in γ. The interaction with the prior on v sin Is was more interesting; with no prior the same degeneracy between v sin Is and λ was observed, but while applying the prior restricted the range of rotational velocities explored as expected, it led to a bimodal distribution in λ. Examination of the posterior probability distribution for the no-prior case revealed that this was caused by the Boué model under-predicting v sin Is compared to the spectroscopic value and the Hirano model, such that the prior from spectral analysis restricted the MCMC algorithm to values within the 'tails' of the crescent distribution. Checking posterior distributions for other parameters reveals that the MCMC chain is well converged, and our statistical convergence tests confirm this.
This highlights another degeneracy in the RM modelling problem, in addition to that between v sin Is and λ, where orbital configurations with (i orb ,λ) and (i orb − π,−λ) produce the same ingress and egress velocities and the same chord length (Ohta, Taruya & Suto 2005; Fabrycky & Winn 2009) . By extension therefore these configurations are indistinguishable when considering the two-dimensional problem, and the degeneracy can only be broken by considering the true alignment angle, ψ. This is particularly pernicious in the case of orbits with i orb ≈ 90
• . Like Fabrycky & Winn, we limit the inclination to the range 0
• , which leads to the distribution shown in Fig. 3 , with solutions close to ±40
• . Ultimately, we adopt the same set of input constraints as for the Hirano model to enable strict comparison be- tween the two models, and acquire final results of v sin Is = 8.9
+3.2 −1.7 km s −1 (consistent with, but lower than the Hirano value as expected from our tests), λ = 13
• .9
+35.7 −39.6 , and b = 0.09 +0.10 −0.06 . The resulting RM fit is shown in blue in Fig. 2 , which clearly indicates that the two models are fitting the same RM effect in different ways. The Boué fit exhibits steeper ingress and egress gradients, with sharper peaks at larger |velocity| than the Hirano model, which visually seems to provide a better fit to the RV data although neither model fits the second half of the anomaly particularly well. Comparing their reduced χ 2 values though reveals that the Boué model gives a slightly poorer fit at χ 
Doppler tomography
We applied the same set of constraints for our DT analysis as for the other two methods: no prior on v sin Is;γ = 0; e = 0, and no constraint on the stellar radius. The stellar parameters returned were entirely consistent with those −0.06 , we find no discrepancy between DT analysis and the two other techniques for modelling the RM anomaly. The lefthand panel of Fig. 4 shows the time series of the CCFs, with the prograde signature of the planet barely visible. No sign of stellar activity is visible in the CCF residual map. Fig. 5 shows the posterior probability distributions for all three analysis methods. Interestingly, in this case tomography seems to provide little improvement in the uncertainties on the alignment angle over the Hirano or Boué models. Instead, the improvement comes in the precision of the v sin Is measurement, with the uncertainty in the stellar rotation velocity reducing by approximately 50 percent compared to the RM modelling value. This improvement arises due to the different ways in which the different methods treat the spectroscopic data. The Hirano and Boué models are analytic approximations of the behaviour of a Gaussian fit to the composite line profile. This is a valid approach when only the RV data are available, particularly when considering HARPS data as it mimics the calculations performed by the HARPS pipeline. But with the full CCF available, the tomographic method is able to treat the various components of the composite profile explicitly, and can use information from both the time-varying and time-invariant parts of the CCF directly. 
WASP-62
Like WASP-61 b, WASP-62 b was discovered through a combination of WASP-South, EulerCam, and Trappist photometry, in conjunction with spectroscopy from CORALIE (Hellier et al. 2012) . The host star is again a solar metallicity, F7-type star, and the planet has a circular orbit of period 4.4 d. WASP-62 b is rather inflated (Rp = 1.39 ± 0.06 RJup) compared to its mass (Mp = 0.57±0.04 MJup), leading to a much lower density of 0.21 ρJup. Analysis of the HARPS spectra gives v sin Is = 8.38 ± 0.35 km s −1 , with vmac = 4.66 km s −1 from the calibration of Doyle et al. (2014) ; it is these values that we use for our prior on v sin Is. HARPS was used to observe the spectroscopic transit on the night of 2012 October 12. Additional RV measurements were made using the same instruments on 2012 October 15-17 to help constrain the full RV curve. We use the full set of available data to characterize the system, including the weather-affected EulerCam light curve; as Hellier et , and DT (black, solid contours) analyses of WASP-61. The contours mark the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ confidence regions. Also displayed are the marginalized, onedimensional distributions for the two parameters; the different models are distinguished as for the main panel, and the additional, solid grey distribution in v sin Is represents the result from spectral analysis. The λ 1D distribution shows that although tomography improves the precision in the alignment by a factor of 2, it provides no improvement over the Hirano model. The improvement for this system comes in v sin Is, where the uncertainty reduces by approximately 50 percent when tomography is used. Note the crescent shape of the Boué distribution, even at the 1σ level, whereas the distributions for the other models show less structure.
al. (2012) note, the MCMC implementation that underlies our analysis accounts for this poorer quality data.
RM modelling
Trial runs to test the effect of applying the four input constraints found that there was no long-term trend in barycentric velocity, and no evidence for an eccentric orbit, with either of the two RM models. Relaxation of the stellar radius constraint led to only minor changes in the reported stellar parameters, with stellar mass and radius being entirely consistent whether the constraint was enforced or not.
Unlike the WASP-61 system, the impact parameter was found to be ∼ 0.2 − −0.3 such that no degeneracy was expected between v sin Is and λ. This was found to be true for the Hirano model, but our examination of the posterior probability distribution produced using the Boué model showed a long tail in v sin Is extending out to values that imply very rapid rotation of the host star. In general though, we again find that the Boué model underpredicts v sin Is compared to the Hirano model -v sin Is = 7.1 produces larger 1σ uncertainties in the value of λ in order to compensate when trying to fit the RM effect. This effect can be seen in Fig. 8 , with the 1σ contours for these models being completely distinct. For both models, the alignment angle value remained pleasingly consistent across the different constraint combinations. The full sets of results, which were produced from runs using no prior on v sin Is, no constraint on Rs, e = 0, anḋ γ = 0, can be found in Table 5 , and show that the larger impact parameter has enabled more stringent limits to be placed on the spin-orbit alignment angle than was the case for WASP-61. Fig. 6 shows that the two models again produce dissimilarly shaped best-fitting RM models; as with WASP-61, the Boué model has steeper ingress and egress velocity gradients, and sharper peaks. However, the angles produced by the two models are entirely consistent, with the Hirano model finding λ = 19
• .1
−5.8 and the Boué model λ = 18
+11.5 −6.6 .
Doppler tomography
Using the same set of input constraints as for our RM modelling, we again carried out DT analysis of the system, finding an alignment angle of λ = 19
• .4
−4.9 . The planetary signature of WASP-62 is much stronger than that of WASP- 61, and can be seen far more clearly in the CCF time series map (Fig. 7) . For this system, the tomographic method has improved the uncertainties on λ by roughly a factor of 2 compared to the Boué model, but again provides little improvement over the precision afforded by the Hirano model. All three results are consistent with alignment according to the criterion of Triaud et al. (2010) , a conclusion which is supported by the trajectory of the planetary signal in Fig. 7 . However, this is based on an ad hoc criterion that reflects the typical uncertainty on λ measurements at the time that it was formulated. Work since 2010 has improved the typical uncertainty, such that this criterion is no longer really applicable. We therefore classify WASP-62 as slightly misaligned; the resolution of the planet trajectory in our Doppler map is insufficient to distinguish this from a truly aligned orbit.
As with WASP-61, it is the treatment of v sin Is by the three models that is interesting here. We have already noted that the Boué model returns lower values than the Hirano model, but the DT result of v sin Is = 9.3 ± 0.2 falls between the two whilst being consistent with neither thanks to the small error bars on all three estimates (see Fig. 8 ). None of the v sin Is values that we find are consistent with the spectroscopic value of 8.38 ± 0.35 km s −1 derived from the HARPS spectra. We also note that the uncertainties in λ using this method are smaller than for either the Hirano or Boué models (see Table 5 ). The three models give distinct 1σ solutions in v sin Is for this system, but provide similar precision in λ. Note that the Boué distribution shows an extended tail in λ compared to the other models.
WASP-71
Smith et al. (2013) presented the discovery of WASP-71 b using photometry from WASP-N, WASP-South and TRAPPIST, along with spectroscopy from CORALIE that included observations during transit made simultaneously with the TRAPPIST observations. The host star was found to be an evolved F8-type, and significantly larger and more massive than the Sun, whilst the planet was found to be inflated compared to the predictions of Bodenheimer, Laughlin & Lin (2003, e.g.) , and to have a circular orbit with a period of 2.9 d. The spectroscopic transit observations made using CORALIE enabled Smith et al. to measure the projected spin-orbit alignment angle of the system. They found that the system was aligned, with λ = 20
• .1 ± 9.7, and rapidly rotating at v sin Is = 9.4 ± 0.5 km s −1 (calculated assuming vmac = 3.3 ± 0.3 km s −1 following Doyle et al. 2014 ). We obtained additional spectroscopic data on the night of 2012 October 26, observing a complete transit, with further observations made on 2012 October 23 and 25. We combine these with the discovery photometry and spectroscopy to model the system. We do not, however, include the spectroscopic transit used by Smith et al. to measure λ, for two reasons. The first is that we wish to obtain an independent measurement of the spin-orbit alignment. The second is that, as noted by Boué et al. (2013) , different instruments can produce different signals from the same measurement owing to their different analysis routines, and therefore RM data sets from different instruments should not be combined. Analysis of our new HARPS spectra gives v sin I = 9.06±0.36 km s 
RM modelling
Using the F-test of Lucy & Sweeney (1971) we found no indication of significant eccentricity in the system, in agreement with Smith et al. (2013) , and therefore set e = 0 in our final analysis. We also found no consistent evidence that there is a long-term trend in barycentric velocity, so setγ = 0. The interaction between v sin Is, b, and the stellar radius constraint is an interesting one for this system. Relaxing the constraint on Rs causes the stellar radius to decrease by ∼ 25 percent, with the stellar mass increasing by approximately 6 percent. Relaxing the constraint also leads to a significant, approximately tenfold rise in the impact parameter from ∼ 0.05 to ∼ 0.5, with corresponding effect on the result for v sin Is, which with the radius constraint active is almost unphysically large owing to the degeneracy that arises with both λ and Rs. Smith et al. (2013) report an impact parameter of 0.39, so we chose not impose the stellar radius constraint to allow the impact parameter to fit to what appears to be the more natural value. This does mean that we find a larger, less dense planet than the Smith et al. (2013) result. We also note that applying the stellar radius constraint returns a stellar effective temperature which is ∼ 200 − 300 K hotter than previous spectroscopic values, whilst neglecting the constraint gives a temperature more consistent with previous analyses.
Once again, we find that the two different methods return similar results for the alignment angle and stellar parameters, but that the Boué model gives a more slowly rotating star than is suggested by the Hirano model (see Table 5 ). Fig. 9 shows the best-fitting models produced by both methods, with the Hirano model (the dashed, red line) having a shallower peak during the first half of the anomaly. There is substantial scatter in the RV measurements during this period however, and the Hirano model appears to better fit the second half of the anomaly, where there is less scatter in the radial velocities.
The final solutions that we report were taken from runs with no prior on v sin Is, e = 0,γ = 0, and no constraint applied to the stellar radius.
Doppler tomography
Whereas for the two previous systems the tomographic analysis supported the Hirano model with regards to the projected rotation velocity of the host star, for WASP-71 it is the Boué model with which DT agrees (see Fig. 10 ), although the value of 7.8 ± 0.3 km s −1 that we find is significantly lower than the spectroscopic value. The other parameter values that are found through DT are substantially different to either set of RM results. The impact parameter is lower, leading to a lower value of λ that is consistent with 0
• (see Table 5 ). Particularly interesting though is the difference in the physical stellar parameters found by this method, which imply a smaller star. As implied by our result of λ = −1
+7.1 −7.5 , Fig. 11 shows that the system is well characterizedaligned, in agreement with the result from Smith et al. (2013) , although we are not able to significantly improve on the precision that they report.
WASP-76
WASP-76 A (West et al. 2016 ) is another F7-type planethosting star, but is rotating significantly more slowly than either WASP-61 or WASP-62. The planet is substantially bloated, with a density of only 0.151 ± 0.010 ρJup, and orbits its host every 1.8 days in a circular orbit. It was discovered and characterized using data from WASPSouth, TRAP-PIST, EulerCam, SOPHIE (Bouchy et al. 2009; Perruchot et al. 2011) , and CORALIE.
HARPS was used to observe the transit taking place on 2012 November 11, and to make additional measurements on 2012 November 12-14. We combined these measurements with the discovery paper's photometry for our analysis, excluding two spectra that were obtained at twilight. Spectral analysis of the new spectra returned vmac = 4.84 km s −1 using the calibration of Doyle et al. (2014) , leading to v sin Is = 2.33 ± 0.36 km s −1 . We use this for our prior on rotation velocity. The SNR of the spectra are relatively poor however, so we increased the lengths of our MCMC phases to 10000 (minimum 5000) for burn-in, and 20000 for the production phase, leading to a final chain length of 10 5 for the concatenated chain. We also approached the analysis of this system in a different manner to the other systems in our sample. 
Hirano model
We began by testing the effects of constraints 2, 3, and 4 (see Section 2.2). We found no evidence for a long-term trend in barycentric RV, so adopted theγ = 0 constraint for our final solution. We also set e = 0 after finding no evidence for a significantly eccentric orbit. Despite the large number of photometric light curves available for the system, we found that applying the stellar radius constraint led to increases in both Ms and Rs. We attribute this to a combination of poor photometric coverage of the transit ingress, and significant scatter in some of the light curves (see fig. 1 of West et al. 2016) . Despite the varying stellar parameters there was no compelling reason to apply the constraint, and we therefore chose not to do so for the next phase of our analysis.
3.4.1.1 Exploring v sin Is Initial exploratory runs with e = 0,γ = 0, no radius constraint, and no prior on v sin Is consistently found a small impact parameter of b ∼ 0.1, in agreement with the discovery paper value of b = 0.14 +0.11 −0.09 but poorly constrained. These runs produced the expected degeneracy between v sin Is and λ, and the associated crescent-shaped posterior probability distributions (see Fig. 14) . The distribution shows a slight preference for positive λ, but the uncertainty on the value was large. Furthermore, our Geweke and Gelman-Rubin tests implied that the MCMC chains were poorly converged.
We thus applied constraint 1, a prior on v sin Is. The addition of this constraint leads to a bimodal distribution in λ, with both minima being tightly constrained (see Fig. 14) . Further investigation revealed that individual chains were split roughly 50 : 50 between the positive and negative minima in χ 2 space, dependent on the chain's exploration of parameter space during the burn-in phase; this naturally led to poor convergence when analysing the concatenated MCMC chain, but inspection of trace plots, autocorrelation data, running means, and statistics from the Geweke test showed that each individual chain was well converged. We thus ran additional chains to collect five that favoured the positive minimum and five that favoured the negative minimum, and tested the convergence of the two minima. Both were found to be well converged. We also carried out tests whereby the chain was started at ±90
• ; the results matched our expectations, with each chain remaining in the associated positive / negative minimum and being well converged.
As with some of our modelling of the WASP-61 (see Section 3.1.2), this is an example of the degeneracy inherent in the RM problem, whereby solutions with (i orb , λ) are indistinguishable in terms of fitting the data from solutions with (i orb − π, −λ).
Interestingly, chains that explored the positive minimum consistently returned a higher value of the impact parameter than those chains that explored the negative minimum. However, in the case of the positive minimum the median impact parameter of 0.09 +0.04 −0.06 was consistent only with the lower end of the impact parameter given in the discovery paper, b = 0.14 +0.11 −0.09 , and in the case of the negative minimum the value of 0.02 +0.02 −0.01 did not agree with discovery paper at all.
3.4.1.2 Impact parameter We therefore elected to explore the option of applying an additional constraint on the system, this time on the impact parameter using the value from the discovery paper as a prior. We tested the application of this prior to cases both with and without a prior on v sin Is.
When we applied the prior on b but not the prior on v sin Is, we found very similar results to those obtained in the corresponding case without the impact parameter prior, albeit with much improved convergence of our MCMC chains. The concatenated chain showed a preference for the positive−λ minimum, with sizeable uncertainty on the result; the major difference with that earlier example was the more tightly constrained impact parameter distribution. Testing chains with initial alignment of λ0 = ±90
• showed completely consistent results with the free λ0 case, with both cases favouring the positive minimum, albeit with substantial uncertainty on λ.
When priors on both the impact parameter and v sin Is were both applied to the free λ0 case, the MCMC chains were forced into the positive minimum. The results from the concatenated chain give an impact parameter in agreement with the discovery paper's value, and in addition provide a more precise determination of λ than any of the other combinations of constraints. The λ0 = ±90
• gave solutions in the corresponding minima, but it is notable that the impact parameter for the negative case is significantly lower than the value expected from the discovery paper. This suggests that the positive λ solution should be favoured.
Results from these analyses are shown in Table 3 .
Boué model
We investigate the system using the Boué model, following the same methodology outline for the Hirano model. We again adopt a constraint of zero drift in the barycentric velocity owing to lack of evidence to the contrary. Applying the stellar radius constraint led to increases in Ms, Rs, ρs, Mp, Rp, and T eff , but in several cases these parameters were unphysical. There was also no substantial improvement in fit when applying the radius constraint, and we therefore elected not to do so. We also adopted a circular solution as there was no evidence for a significantly eccentric orbit. In this we match our choice of constraints for the Hirano model, which is encouraging as it again shows that the two models are broadly consistent in their exploration of parameter space.
Initial tests without a prior on v sin Is also produced results consistent with those found using the Hirano model, including the crescent-shaped degeneracy between v sin Is and λ with a preference for positive λ, though the stellar rotation velocity was found to be even slower at 0.4 +0.5 −0.1 km s −1 . When we applied the prior, we found that although convergence statistics were greatly improved, and the rotation velocity now agreed with our expectations from spectral analysis, the impact parameter was significantly lower than expected, and a bimodal distribution in λ was obtained. When we forced 
λ0 = ±90
• , the convergence statistics were again improved and the chains explored the expected minimum, but like the Hirano model tests the impact parameter remained lower than anticipated.
Applying a prior on the impact parameter, in the absence of the v sin Is prior, showed that the chains favoured the positive minimum, but with sizeable uncertainty on λ and a slow rotation velocity. When we apply priors on both impact parameter and v sin Is, we found results consistent with the Hirano model equivalents.
Doppler tomography
We adopted constraints of e = 0 andγ = 0, but left the stellar mass and radius freely varying, in order to be consistent with our analyses using the Hirano and Boué models.
As anticipated, using the DT method substantially reduced the degeneracy between v sin Is and λ, though it did not, for this system, remove it completely (see Fig. 14) . DT again favoured the positive minimum, though more strongly than the other two models, and again returned a more slowly rotating star than anticipated. Adding a prior on v sin Is, however, produced different behaviour than shown previ- Figure 13 . Map of WASP-76 time series CCFs with the model stellar spectrum subtracted, for the case with no application of a v sin Is prior from spectral analysis. The trajectory of the planet signature is difficult to determine owing to the slow rotation of the host star. The planetary signal appears to bleed outside the area of the plot denoting the stellar boundaries, perhaps indicating that this method is underestimating v sin Is. Legend as Fig. 4. ously. With DT, adding a prior on v sin Is forced the chains into the negative minimum, with no bimodal distribution observed, though once again the impact parameter strongly disagreed with the value from the discovery paper and implied a central transit.
If we impose a prior on the impact parameter using the value from the discovery paper, then in the absence of a prior on v sin Is we again find that the chains favour the positive minimum in λ, irrespective of the value of λ0. We also find a faster value of v sin Is than was returned by either the Hirano or Boué models for the same combination of priors, though the values are consistent to 1σ. If we add the prior on v sin Is then the results remain consistent, but the 1σ uncertainties are reduced in magnitude, particularly for λ which also moves closer towards a value that implies a polar orbit.
A possible polar orbit?
Consecutive analyses of WASP-76 have gradually reduced our assessment of the stellar rotation velocity. Spectral analysis of the CORALIE data by West et al. (2016) gave v sin Is = 3.3±0.6 km s −1 , while analysis of our new HARPS spectra returned a value of v sin Is = 2.33 ± 0.36 km s −1 . Table 3 . A summary of the results obtained during our investigation of the WASP-76 system. We explored different combinations of Gaussian priors on v sin Is and b, while allowing the stellar parameters to float freely and fixing e = 0 andγ = 0. We also explored the effect of varying λ 0 between different local minima. We found that the application of a prior on b leads to a positive solution for λ, irrespective of the value of λ 0 . Behaviour in the presence of a prior on v sin Is varies with the choice of model, but does force the chains to limit themselves to a single minimum in λ parameter space. In the absence of a prior on rotation, our modelling of the RM effect using any of the three methods gives a value significantly slower than this, at ∼ 1 km s −1 . Yet inspection of both the CORALIE and HARPS spectra reveals visible rotation (see Fig. 15 ), and the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the spectra are greater than for stars with similar (B − −V ) colour, such as WASP-20. This would suggest that the star is indeed oriented close to edge-on, rather than the pole-on orientation suggested by the slow rotation velocity returned by our MCMC chains.
We therefore consider the possibility that the orbit is oriented at close to |λ| = 90 • , with a transit chord such that the path of the planet is almost parallel to the stellar rotation axis. This solution is consistent with the path of the planetary 'bump' through the stellar line profile in Fig. 13 , which shows little movement in velocity space. To explore this possible system configuration, we carried out additional analyses both with and without a prior on v sin Is, this time forcing the MCMC chain to adopt λ = ±90
• throughout. Note that these analyses used the constraints of e = 0 anḋ γ = 0, and applied no constraints on the stellar mass or DT fails to break the degeneracy that arises between v sin Is and λ as a result of the low impact parameter of the transit chord, although the length of the large v sin Is, large |λ| tails is strongly reduced. Right: results with a spectral analysis applied to v sin Is. As with WASP-61, the degeneracy between solutions with (i orb , λ) and (i orb − π, −λ) leads to a bimodal distribution when using the Hirano and Boué models. Unlike that system however, the bimodality is on a chain-by-chain basis; each individual chain concatenated in our final MCMC chain is well converged on to either the positive or negative λ solution. DT succeeds in breaking this degeneracy, with all chains produced using that model converging at the negative λ, retrograde solution. However, there is little reduction in the size of the distribution compared to the Boué and Hirano models.
radius, as before. We present these results in Table 4 and Fig. 12 .
We found that when applying the Boué model, the MCMC chains took approximately twice as long to converge as when applying the Hirano model. The source of this difficulty with convergence is uncertain, but seems to be related to the ratio between σBoue and v sin Is. Large steps in the latter that explore rapidly rotating solutions lead to unphysical values of this ratio, such that the step fails. This restricts the set of possible solutions to a more limited area of parameter space, such that a larger percentage of possible steps lead to poor solutions, and thus convergence of the chain proceeds more slowly.
The three analysis techniques generally produced consistent results. In the majority of cases, we found that the value for b returned by the chains was in agreement with the discovery paper; the exceptions to this were the cases with λ0 = −90
• and the v sin Is prior only. With the rotation prior inactive, the only case to be consistently in agreement with predictions across all three techniques was the case with b prior also inactive, and lambda0 = 90
• ; in the other cases, the stellar rotation was generally slower than the spectral analysis result (as noted in previous sections).
These results lend some small support to the hypothesis of a polar orbit, as we note that in the case of neither prior being applied the results were consistent with both spectral analysis and the discovery paper.
A poorly constrained system?
WASP-76 seems to represent a similar case to WASP-1 (Albrecht et al. 2011): a low impact parameter, combined with a poor SNR for the RM effect, leading to a weak detection. Here though, we find a three-way degeneracy between λ, v sin Is, and b that can only be broken through the application of appropriate Gaussian priors.
Our results show tentative support for a strongly misaligned orbit. Applying a prior on stellar rotation or on the impact parameter produces results that suggest strong misalignment, particularly when using the DT method. Forcing the system to adopt a polar orbit, or using a polar orbit as the initial condition, reveals that this is a plausible option for the system's configuration, though there is still substantial ambiguity in the precise orientation of the planet's orbit.
Although we have reported and discussed results for cases both with and without the various combinations of these two priors, in Section 4 we focus on the case with a prior on the impact parameter, but without a prior on v sin Is. This combination maximizes the relevance of our cross-system comparison by allowing the different models to evaluate stellar rotation freely, while ensuring that the other system parameters are truly representative and derived from fully converged chains; for the WASP-76 system this necessitates the prior on b. We caution readers, however, that we cannot constrain the obliquity of the planet's orbit beyond the general statement that it is likely strongly misaligned in the positive λ, prograde direction. 
WASP-78
WASP-78 b (Smalley et al. 2012 ) is large-radius, low-density hot Jupiter that orbits its host star every 2.2 d in a circular orbit. From the CORALIE RV data in the discovery paper, the orbit appears to be circular, and such a solution is adopted therein, but the authors state that additional RV data is required to pin-down the eccentricity. Spectral analysis shows that the host star is of spectral type F8, with T eff = 6100 ± 150 K, vmac = 3.5 ± 0.3 km s −1 , and v sin Is = 7.2 ± 0.8 km s −1 . We obtained new photometry using EulerCam, in both the I and R bands, of transits on 2012 November 2 and 26, respectively, which we combine with the discovery photometry from WASPSouth and TRAPPIST. The R-band light curve shows clear modulation, almost certainly as a result of the presence of star-spots or related stellar activity features, as this modulation is not replicated in the I-band light curve (Fig. 17) . Our HARPS spectroscopic transit observations were made simultaneously with the I-band EulerCam observations, and used in conjunction with spectroscopy from CORALIE. Analysis of the HARPS spectra provides vmac = 4.85 km s −1 , and v sin Is = 6.63 ± 0.16 km s −1 .
RM modelling
As with the other systems in our sample, we find no evidence of a long-term barycentric velocity trend, and setγ = 0. We also find little difference in behaviour or results between the two models; the following discussion is applicable to both. When allowing eccentricity to float we find that the MCMC algorithm returns two general sets of solutions, with the Hirano and Boué models giving comparable estimates as expected. The imposition of the stellar radius constraint leads to e ≈ 0.6, but forces the stellar radius to be approximately half the value presented in Smalley et al. (2012) . Furthermore, examination of Fig. 18 shows that high eccentricity orbits are a very poor fit to the RV data. We do not consider these solutions plausible. When the stellar radius constraint is removed, the free eccentricity fit returns e ≈ 0.05. Testing these small eccentricity solutions using . While the red model fits the observed line profile well, the blue model is both deeper and more narrow.This indicates that the host star is rotating more quickly than the RM models are able to account for if the planet is on a non-polar orbit. the method of Lucy & Sweeney (1971) reveals that they are not significant. Comparing eccentric and circular solutions with no other constraints applied, we find that variations in physical parameters are within the 1σ uncertainties. We thus choose to force a circular orbit as it provides the most plausible solution; the phase coverage of the HARPS data is insufficient to truly constrain any small eccentricity that might be present, and the pre-existing CORALIE RV data cannot provide a firm conclusion regarding circularity (or otherwise). We also note that hot Jupiters with Mp ≈ 1 MJup are generally observed to have zero (or small) eccentricity (Anderson et al. 2012 ). Application of the stellar radius constraint to a circular orbit increases the reported stellar mass, and also leads to an increased value of T eff and a lower impact parameter. Our results in this scenario agree very well with those from Smalley et al. (2012) , as expected; the host star is both too massive and too large, and inconsistent with both spectral analysis of both the existing CORALIE spectra and our new HARPS data. Conversely, if the planet's orbit is allowed to be eccentric (against the evidence), then adding the stellar radius constraint decreases the mass of both bodies, and significantly decreases their radii.
We find a moderate impact parameter of 0.52 ± 0.05, with no correlation or degeneracy between v sin Is and λ, so do not apply a prior using the spectroscopic v sin Is. Our chosen solution is therefore a circular orbit with no longterm velocity trend, and no application of the constraints on v sin Is or Rs. The full set of results is shown in Table 5 , but the alignment angles found by the Hirano and Boué models are consistent with each other, and with λ = 0, implying a well-aligned orbit. We do however find that the Boué model produces a slower rotation velocity, as we found for all of the previous systems, in this case inconsistent with the spectroscopic value. This cannot, however, be as a result of a poorly constrained impact parameters; the results in Table 5 show that the impact parameter returned by the Boué model is in agreement with the results from other models, and has similar 1σ uncertainties.
The form of the best-fittingting models are very similar in Fig. 19 , as they were for WASP-76 (the other system with a low signal-to-noise anomaly), although in this case there are far fewer data during the transit.
Our selected solutions are taken from runs for which no prior was applied to v sin Is, e = 0,γ = 0, and no constraint was applied to the stellar radius.
Doppler tomography
We apply the same set of constraints to our tomographic MCMC analysis (Fig. 20) as for the RM modelling runs. We find that all parameters are in agreement with the results from the Hirano model and the case in which no RM modelling is carried out, and that all parameters except v sin Is are in agreement with the Boué model results, though we note that the disagreement there originates with the Boué model rather than DT. Unlike for some of the other systems studied herein, we find a roughly factor of 2 improvement in the precision of our alignment angle measurement over the RM modelling methods when using tomographic analysis (see Fig. 21 and Table 5 ). Acquiring simultaneous photometry and spectroscopy provides us with a means to cross-check for stellar activity signatures, as any stellar activity which affects the light curve should be visible in the CCF time series map, Fig. 20 . Fig. 17 shows evidence of the presence of star spots in the R-band light curve, but the I-band light curve that was acquired simultaneously with our HARPS spectroscopy shows only hints of similar activity. Examination of the right-hand panel of Fig. 20 is inconclusive.
WASP-79
Smalley et al. (2012) found WASP-79 b to have both a low density and a large radius, and to orbit its F5-type host star in a circular orbit with a period of 3.7 d. But they were unable to fully characterize the shape and duration of the transit signature owing to a lack of high-precision follow-up photometry, having access to only a single, partial transit light curve from TRAPPIST. This limited the accuracy of the physical and orbital parameters that they were able to obtain. Addison et al. (2013) measured the spin-orbit alignment angle of the system using UCLES, modelling the RM effect during transit to obtain λ = −106
• +19 −13 , indicating significant misalignment.
We obtained R-band EulerCam observations of the transits on the nights of 2012 November 11 and December 4 (see Fig. 22 ), as well as spectroscopic observations of the transit on 2012 November 13 using HARPS. We also used the data from WASPSouth, TRAPPIST, and CORALIE that was presented in Smalley et al.. Spectral analysis of the HARPS spectra provides values of v sin Is = 18.53 ± 0.40 km s −1 and vmac = 6.96 km s 1 that we use as our prior on the rotation velocity. We note though that the value of vmac is extrapolated owing to the star's effective temperature being outwith the range used for the calibration of Doyle et al. (2014) . If vmac is fixed to 0, then we obtain v sin Is = 19.91 ± 1.14 km s −1 , which effectively places an upper limit on the stellar rotation velocity of v sin Is < 21.05 km s −1 .
RM modelling
We find no evidence for an eccentric orbit or for a longterm barycentric velocity trend, and find no difference between the stellar parameters obtained by MCMC when run with and without the stellar radius constraint. We also find no reason to apply a prior on v sin Is; the impact parameter is sufficiently large for there to be no discrepancy between v sin Is and λ, although we do once more see a more slowly rotating star with the Boué model than with the Hirano model. In this case the Boué model is consistent with the spectroscopic rotation velocity, whilst the Hirano model seems to be over-predicting the speed of the stellar surface, even when we consider the upper limit set by the zero macroturbulence case. Of interest are the different forms of the [v sin Is-λ] posterior probability distributions for the two models; that for the Hirano model shows a correlation between the two parameters and a more triangular shape, whilst the distribution for the Boué model is more elliptical in shape. Our selected solutions are taken from runs for which no prior was applied to v sin Is, e = 0,γ = 0, and no constraint was applied to the stellar radius. Both models return strongly misaligned results for the system at very high precision: λ = −95.9
• +2.8 −3.0 for the Hirano model, and λ = −95.5
• ± 2.7 for the Boué model, in agreement with the result of Addison et al. (2013) . The reason for such strong constraints are readily apparent from Fig. 23 . The RM anomaly is strongly asymmetrical and comprises only positive deviation from the out-of-transit velocity. This indicates that only one half of the star, the approaching hemisphere, is being traversed by the planet, and in combination with the angle that we find suggests a near-polar orbit for the planet.
Doppler tomography
Our tomographic analysis is similarly well constrained, and returns an alignment angle of λ = −95
• .2 +0.9 −1.0 , consistent with the results from both the Boué and Hirano models. What is notable however is that the uncertainties have been reduced by a factor of 2 over the already impressive results that we obtained with those models, and are an order of magnitude better than those obtained by Addison et al. (2013) . v sin Is for our DT analysis falls between those of the two RM models, and is faster than the spectroscopic result, though it is in agreement with the upper limit set by the zero macroturbulence case (see Fig. 24 and Table 5) . Fig. 25 again shows the strongly asymmetric signature of a misaligned polar orbit. The planetary trajectory is unlike that for any of the other five systems, being confined to one side of the stellar spectral line and moving from right to left (although any movement through the line is slight at best). This implies either a polar orbit, or a slightly retrograde one, as suggested by the value of λ that we obtain.
DISCUSSION
We have obtained measurements of v sin Is, λ, and b using three different analyses of the RM effect. We show these results in Table 5 , along with other relevant parameters as determined from either spectral analysis of our new HARPS data (T eff ), modelling of the available photometric and RV data (Ms, Rs), or isochronal fitting (Age Padova , see Section 4.2). In the following discussion we will consider our results in the context of existing literature data on spin-orbit misalignment, treating the values obtained through the DT technique as definitive. We provide a more comprehensive list of parameters in Table A1 in the appendix.
Alignment angle as a function of temperature
As noted in the introduction to this paper, one of the most commonly discussed trends in the exoplanetary alignment literature is that of λ with T eff -cool stars (T eff 6250 K) preferentially host aligned systems, hot stars preferentially host misaligned systems. Counter-trend examples, such as KOI-368 (Ahlers et al. 2014 ) and HAT-P-18b (Esposito et al. 2014) , do exist, but the general correlation has been confirmed (Dawson 2014) . The placement of our new results in [λ − T eff ] parameter space (Fig. 26) is therefore an obvious place to start examining the influence of our new results.
In Fig. 26 we plot |λ| as a function of T eff for systems taken from the RM data base of John Southworth's TEPCat (Southworth 2011) 3 . At time of writing there were 102 systems listed in this data base. To provide a relevant comparison sample for our systems, we select out the hot Jupiters in the data base by applying cuts on semi-major axis (a < 0.1 au) and planet mass (Mp > 0.3 MJup). We then omit a small number of additional systems for a variety of reasons: WASP-2, WASP-23, and WASP-40 owing to indeterminate or non-significant measurements; CoRoT -19, for which only the first half of the effect was observed; CoRoT -1, CoRoT -3, and XO-2 owing to poor sampling 4 . Following this down-selection, we are left with a comparison sample of 88 systems. To these systems we add our new results, plotting the DT-derived value of λ as a function of spectroscopic T eff . Part of our intention in selecting the sample studied herein was to examine the uncertain boundary between 'hot' and 'cool' stars; unfortunately our results provide little new information to add to the definition of this transition.
We also examine the distribution of angles in a different fashion. For each system we create a skewed, twodimensional Gaussian distribution using the reported λ and T eff as the mean coordinate, and using the upper and lower uncertainties as the standard deviations (for systems with only an upper or lower limit on λ, we assume a uniform 4 We also omit the previous results for WASP-71 and WASP-79. distribution between the given value and either a lower bound of 0
• , or an upper bound of 180 • ). We then sample this distribution 10, 000 times. The resulting values of λ are then used to create the cumulative probability distributions for four different populations, classified using the sampled T eff values (Fig. 27 ): 'hot' systems (red); 'cool' systems (blue); 'transition' systems (magenta), and the full ensemble (black). We find that the distributions for the 'hot' and 'cool' populations are significantly different, as expected. The 'hot' population has a more uniform probability distribution, albeit still biased somewhat towards aligned angles, while the 'cool' population is strongly biased towards aligned systems. The 'transition' population falls somewhere in between, and in fact agrees well with the distribution for the overall population. We carry out a twodimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to compare the distributions, finding that the hot, cold, and intermediate distributions are drawn from significantly different parent distributions with probability > 90%. Finally, we compare the number of misaligned and aligned system in each temperature bin, finding that the ratio of aligned : misaligned is 4.8 for 'cool' systems, 1.8 for 'intermediate' systems, and 1.0 for 'hot' systems; as expected from previous work on the correlation between T eff and λ, 'cool' hot Jupiter systems Table 5 . A summary of the results for the six systems studied herein, as returned by analyses incorporating the three different models that we have applied to our data. Effective temperatures are taken from spectral analysis of our HARPS observations. For the cases in which no RM effect is fitted, the value of v sin Is is fixed at the values assessed from the same spectral analysis. The spectroscopic v sin Is value for WASP-79 is calculated using an extrapolated macroturbulence value, as T eff for the star lies outwith the range of the calibration used by Doyle et al. (2014) . χ 2 RM,red values are the reduced χ 2 for the RM data set only. For WASP-76, a prior on the impact parameter has been applied. We treat the tomography results, which shows smaller uncertainty in λ than the other results, as definitive. WASP-61, -71, and -78 are aligned. WASP-62 is slightly misaligned, whereas -79 is strongly misaligned and in a retrograde orbit. Our results for WASP-76 b suggest that it too may be on a strongly misaligned orbit, but detailed investigation of the system (see Section 3.4) shows that the alignment angle cannot be well constrained. show a strong bias towards alignment, whilst 'hot' systems exhibit a uniform distribution of alignment angles.
Alignment angle as a function of age
Triaud (2011) noticed that, for stars with Ms 1.2M , all systems older than ∼ 2.5 Gyr are mostly well aligned. This implies that the distribution of λ changes with time, be it that misaligned planets realign or get destroyed.
The systems in our sample exhibit a range of different stellar masses, but by design have similar stellar temperatures and spectral types. Their ages should therefore be quite different, and it should be possible to use them to shed further light on the postulated trend of λ decreasing with stellar age. We consider two sets of stellar models: the Padova models of Marigo et al. (2008) , and the Yonsei-Yale models of Demarque et al. (2004) .
We use the Padova models to recreate fig. 2 of Triaud (2011) . We calculate the ages for the six systems currently under discussion using the method described in appendix A of Brown (2014) . We also calculate the ages for all systems in Fig. 26 with M 1.2 M using the same method in order to provide a uniform sample. The results are shown in Fig. 28 . We find that the general trend for misaligned systems is weaker than found in Triaud (2011) . Considering ages calculated using the Yonsei-Yale isochrones the pattern is weaker still, whereas it strengthens when employing the Geneva models of (Mowlavi et al. 2012 , only on objects below the H-shell burning region). A full investigation of this effect is beyond the scope of this paper; it seems that the general trend for misaligned systems to be rare in older systems is weak and has some dependence on the choice of stellar models.
Comparing techniques
A unique aspect of our study is that it allows us to compare the performance of three different models. Previous studies (e.g. Brown et al. 2012a; Albrecht et al. 2013 ) have compared the efficacy of RM modelling via RV fitting to DT, but the Boué model is relatively new. Although it has been applied to a few systems (e.g. Addison et al. 2013; Jordán et al. 2014) , to our knowledge no comparison has yet been made with more established models using real data. We note that Albrecht et al. (2013) measured the spin-orbit alignment of two systems using both in-transit RV fitting, and a method similar to our DT approach. However, their work had a different goal to ours; while they use the two methods to derive independent estimates of λ, examining separate wavelength regimes with the different methods, our goal was to examine the differences produced by the three methods when applied to the same data. More recently, Villanueva, Eastman & Gaudi (2015) 2009). They found that the two models gave different values for v sin Is and λ, even when a Gaussian prior on stellar rotation was applied, leading to different interpretations of the system geometry. Furthermore, they suggest that the Ohta, Taruya & Suto model might lead to biased evaluations of system alignment.
In Fig. 29 , we plot ∆v sin Is, the difference between the value returned by our model and the spectral analysis, as a function of the spectral line derived v sin Is. We confirm that the Boué model consistently undervalues v sin Is compared to the Hirano model , which was their goal. This can also be seen in the various posterior probability distributions presented above. For four of the systems studied herein this leads to disagreement between the models, in the case of WASP-62 by 5σ. Note though that the effect does not seem to be systematic, even if there is a tendency for the discrepancy to increase as the rotation rate of the star increases. The Boué model also, to a lesser extent, tends to underestimate v sin Is compared to DT. These comparisons are less likely, however, to lead to disagreement than the comparison to the Hirano model. This arises as a result of the relatively large upper uncertainties on the Boué values, coupled to the smaller numerical discrepancy between median values.
Compared to the spectroscopic values, all three models underestimate v sin Is for WASP-76, even when a prior on the impact parameter is applied (see Section 3.4)
5 . But as the rotation rate of the star increases, the picture changes. The Boué model continues to underestimate v sin Is up to the most rapidly rotating star, WASP-79, where the values are in agreement. In contrast, both the Hirano model and DT start to overestimate the rotation at approximately v sin Is,spec ≈ 8 − −10 km s −1 , with the discrepancy increasing with increasing v sin Is. Using single value decomposition we carry out separate linear fits to the three data sets in Fig. 29 . We find slopes of 1.56, 1.11, and 1.25 for the Hirano, Boué, and DT models, respectively, indicating that the offset of the Hirano result is a stronger function of stellar rotation rate than for either of the other two models. The Boué models produce the most consistent results, albeit biased towards lower velocity than spectral analysis.
As noted in Section 2.1, the Boué model relies on two parameters, β0 and σ0, to compute the line profile that is used to fit the RV CCFs. We investigated the effect of independently varying these parameters on the value of v sin Is returned by our best-fitting Boué model. Using the same constraints as our reported results, we find that varying σ0 has little effect on the stellar rotation velocity (or on any of the other reported parameters). However, we find that increasing β0 leads to a more rapidly rotating star, and that increasing β0 by a factor of ≈ 3 brings the reported v sin Is for WASP-61, WASP-62, and WASP-71 in line with spectroscopically assessed values. Quality of fit is also an interesting point to compare between the Hirano and Boué formulations. The form of the RM anomaly curves produced by the two models can be substantially different, as can be seen from, for example, Fig. 2 . This is reflected in the χ 2 red values that we obtained. For , there is little to choose between the different models. But for WASP-61 and -62 the story is quite different. In the former case the two models do still agree, but that agreement is weaker than for the other systems: the Boué model gives χ 2 red = 1.4 ± 0.2, while the Hirano model gives χ 2 red = 1.2 ± 0.2 6 . For WASP-62 though the models disagree at the 2 − 3σ level: χ 2 red;Boué = 1.9 ± 0.3, while χ 2 red;Hirano = 1.2 ± 0.2. It seems that for cases with disagreement over the quality of fit obtainable, that the Boué model is worse off than the Hirano approach, at least for HARPS data. This is the opposite of what was expected given the basis of the Boué model, which was developed to provide a more appropriate model for instruments without an iodine cell, such as HARPS. T eff 6350 K in magenta. The black distribution represents the entire population shown in Fig. 26 . The vertical dotted line marks 30 • , the angle above which systems are considered 'misaligned'. The diagonal dotted line shows a uniform distribution in λ, while the curved dotted grey line denotes a uniform distribution in cos(λ). The distributions for the 'hot' and 'cold' populations are significantly different, while the 'intermediate' population produces a distribution that is more similar to that of the complete population.
Response of RM models to v sin Is priors
In general, the three models that we have considered produce probability distributions that appear similar when no prior is applied on v sin Is (see, for example, Fig. 10 ). However, this is not always the case, as can be seen in Fig. 8 . Moreover, inspection of the distributions produced in the case of the application of a prior shows that these too can vary between models of the same system (see, for example, Fig. 30 ). It seems, therefore, that the different RM models are affected in slightly different ways by the application of a stellar rotation prior.
We use WASP-71 and WASP-79 as examples to illustrate this. In Fig. 30 we show the change in distribution shape arising from the application of a prior on v sin Is when using the Bou and Hirano models. For WASP-71, we can see that the distributions in the absence of a prior have a similar form, with a tail of negative λ solutions that reaches towards more rapidly rotating stars, although the distribution from the Boué model is centred around a lower value of v sin Is. Application of a prior on stellar rotation to this system has different effects on the two models, with the Boué model being restricted to a narrower range of λ, albeit with a tail towards large, negative values that is hard to pick out in the marginalized distribution. For WASP-79, we find that the absence of a prior leads to distributions of different form for Figure 28 . Absolute value of the alignment angle, |λ|, as a function of system age as determined using the Padova stellar evolution models for the systems shown in Fig. 26 . Key as in Fig. 26 . The vertical dashed line denotes the age of 2.5 Gyr by which it is posited that systems tend to realign. We find that the trend for misaligned systems to disappear at approximately 2.5 Gyr holds, but that the transition age is highly uncertain and depends strongly on stellar model choice.
the two models, with the distribution for the Hirano model being more extended, and centred at higher v sin Is. Application of the prior limits the two models to similar ranges of v sin Is, but retains the more extended distribution in λ produced by the Hirano model. This raises an interesting point. In what circumstances is it acceptable to enforce a prior on the stellar rotation? We assume that the estimates of v sin Is from RM modelling and spectral analysis should give the same answer, though the precision will be different, and if this is the case then using the prior knowledge provided by the spectral analysis measurement (with an honest assessment of its uncertainty) is a valid approach. In the case of poor quality data (low SNR or missing data at ingress / egress) then this might in fact be the preferred approach, as application of the prior will guide the MCMC towards a physically motivated solution that is consistent with spectral broadening. On the other hand, if the data have sufficiently high SNR then the RM fit may give more precise constraints on v sin Is than the spectral analysis, implying that the fit is not strongly influenced by the prior. Note, however, that we are concerned here with the precision of the measurement; the relative accuracy of the two estimates is still cause for concern, as shown by this work. Therefore, we would still urge readers to be cautious when applying a prior on v sin Is when modelling the RM effect. Although applying a prior can reduce correlations between parameters, it is clear from Section 4.3 that the 'preferred' value of v sin Is is not necessarily that derived from spectral analysis. The Boué model clearly tends to underestimate the value of v sin Is compared to the spectral analysis, and compared to the other models.There are also trends in both the Hirano and DT results for the difference to the spectroscopic value to increase with the rotation rate of the star. This trend is more severe in the Hirano results than those from DT.
Comments on DT
One of the advantages that is commonly cited for DT over RM modelling is the ability of the former to break the degeneracy between v sin Is and λ that can arise in low impact parameter systems. This is most commonly observed via the shape of the posterior probability distribution in [v sin I − λ] parameter space. In low impact systems the distribution produced by RM modelling tends to have a crescent shape, but in the DT method these parameters are determined in a fashion which renders them naturally uncorrelated, producing a smooth, elliptical distribution. However, our results for this set of systems demonstrate that this degeneracy breaking does not always take place. Table 5 shows that both WASP-61 and WASP-76 are low impact parameter systems; recall here that we are considering the case for WASP-76 in which we apply a prior on b but not a prior on v sin Is(see Table 3 ), as the latter biases the posterior probability distribution. The distribution produced using the Boué model has the expected crescent shape, as does the Hirano model. It is the tomography distribution though that is particularly interesting -the crescent shape seen in the Hirano and Boué distributions is still present , albeit with much shorter 'arms' owing to the better constraint placed on v sin Is. In fact, it is this improvement Figure 30 . A comparison of the posterior probability distributions produced by the Hirano and Boué models both under the application of a Gaussian prior on v sin Is (blue, dotted contours), and when no prior is applied (red, dashed contours). Also displayed are the marginalized, one-dimensional distributions for the two parameters, with the additional, solid grey distribution in v sin Is representing the Bayesian prior. Left-hand column: data from the Hirano model. Right-hand column: data from the Boué model. Top row: data for WASP-71. The distributions in the absence of a prior have a similar form, although the distribution from the Boué model is centred at lower v sin Is. Application of a prior on stellar rotation to this system has different effects on the two models. Bottom row: data for WASP-79. The absence of a prior leads to distributions of different form for the two models, with the distribution for the Hirano model being more extended, and centred at higher v sin Is. Application of the prior limits the two models to similar ranges of v sin Is, but retains the more extended distribution in λ produced by the Hirano model. which seems to be the big advantage of tomography across our set of results. We note that using tomography does not necessarily help to restrict the range of λ values investigated by the MCMC, nor does it necessarily remove the degeneracy in low impact systems. However, it does help to improve the constraints on v sin Is, and with the right combination of priors help to distinguish between positive and negative minima in λ parameter space.
Other factors affecting fitting
Differential rotation
The differences seen between the spectroscopic v sin Is and the results from our three analyses could arise in part from the effect of differential surface rotation. The spectroscopic measurements are derived from spectral lines, which arise from whole-disc observations and therefore give an indication of the dominant rotation rate of the star. The RM models that we have used here, however, all make use of the subplanet region in their calculations, i.e. the area of the stellar surface that lies directly beneath the planet's shadow. If this is at high latitudes (i.e. large impact parameter and/or a misaligned orbit), then the localized rotation rate that is measured would be slower than the whole disc measurement, which is dominated by the rotation rate at the equatorial regions. If not properly accounted for then this could lead to lower v sin Is values being returned by the RM modelling than by spectral analysis.
Differential rotation might therefore explain the discrepancy between our Boué method results for WASPs-71 and -78, where we note that the impact parameter is of the order of 0.5. It might also provide an explanation for the large discrepancy that we find in the WASP-76 system, where fitting an RM model drives the value of v sin Is downwards to values that are inconsistent with the spectral analysis, even in the presence of a prior on the impact parameter. It is unlikely to be the sole explanation, however.
To test the influence of differential rotation on our results, we calculate the fractional difference in v sin Is = ∆v sin Is/v sin Is,spec, and plot it as a function of impact parameter in Fig. 31 . We find no trend, suggesting that differential rotation is not the solution, though we note that the fractional difference in the majority of cases is of the order of (or less than) 10 percent. Fig. 31 also further highlights the large discrepancy between our model-derived estimates of v sin Is and that given by spectral analysis for the case of WASP-76.
Convective blueshift
The effect of the stellar surface convective blueshift might also be affecting the fit of our models to some of the stars in our sample. This effect originates in the movement of gas within the convective granules that make up the stellar surface, and was studied in relation to the RM effect by Shporer & Brown (2011) . The in-transit RV curve induced by convective blueshift is symmetrical, and for Solar-type host stars has a maximum amplitude of the order of 1 m s −1 . This effect is explicitly ignored by Hirano et al. (2011) in the development of their model, while Boué et al. (2013) make no mention of it at all.
Many studies neglect the contribution of convective blueshift to the RM effect, as the amplitude is much smaller than the uncertainties in their RV measurements. However, for slowly rotating stars it can be a significant effect; in the study of the HAT-P-17 system, for example, Fulton et al. (2013) find that the amplitude of the RM anomaly is similar in magnitude to that of the convective blueshift effect. Fulton et al. further found that including the convective blueshift in their RM model led to changes in λ of ∼ 1σ.
We calculate the mean uncertainties in our RV data Black circles represent values from DT, blue squares the values from the Boué model, and red triangles the values from the Hirano model. We find no trend, suggesting that differential rotation is not the source of the discrepancies that we observe, though we note that these are of the order of 10 percent or less in the majority of cases, approximately the expected magnitude of the differential rotation effect. The data for WASP-76 clearly show a much larger discrepancy than the other systems, further highlighting the unusual nature of this system's geometry.
and estimate the RM amplitude for our six systems. We then calculate the expected maximum amplitude of the convective blueshift effect, following equations 2 and 3 in Shporer & Brown (2011) and using the limb-darkening coefficients from our final solutions in concert with the four parameter limb-darkening law from Claret (2000) . We adopt VCB = −750 m s −1 for WASP-79, which is spectral type F5, and VCB = −500 m s −1 for the other systems, which are all of spectral type F7 or F8. The results are listed in Table 6 , and suggest that the convective blueshift effect might make a significant contribution to the modelling of WASP-62 and WASP-71. Our data also imply that the convective blueshift is significant for WASP-76, and may in fact be a dominant effect given the relative amplitudes of the fitted RM and predicted blueshift.
Shporer & Brown admit that their model for the convective blueshift effect is first order only, and likely overly simple. For our purpose it serves well, but while preparing this manuscript, a more rigorous approach to modelling the convective blueshift was published by Cegla et al. (2016) . They conclude that for slow rotators (v sin Is 2 km s −1 ) modelling the convective blueshift is more important than modelling the line profile correctly, but for faster rotators (3 v sin Is 10 km s −1 ) the situation is reversed. They also find that neglecting to account for centre-to-limb vari- ation when modelling the convective blueshift led to uncertainties in λ of 10 − −20
• for aligned, central transits. WASP-76 falls into the 'slow rotators' category of Cegla et al., and thus the convective blueshift is indeed an important effect for this system. However, given the poor signal to noise of the system, we stand by our conclusion of a null detection. WASP-61, WASP-62, WASP-71, and WASP-76 all fall into their 'faster rotators' category, such that the convective blueshift is the less important effect. However, all three of our models rely on the use of Gaussians for fitting either the CCF or the line profiles, such that our estimates of λ may have underestimated uncertainties, or be inaccurate. Quantifying this effect, however, requires greater modelling capability than we possess, and estimating the effect based on the work of Cegla et al. is problematic given the limited number of examples that they explore.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new measurements of λ for six WASP hot Jupiters: . Using three different model (the Hirano and Boué formulations for the RM effect, and DT) we investigated the possible alignment angles of the systems. We find that WASP-61 (λ = 4
• .0 +17.1 −18.4 ), WASP-71 (λ = −1 • .9
+7.1 −7.5 ), and WASP-78 (λ = −6
• .4 ± 5.9) are aligned, while WASP-79 (λ = −95
• .2 +0.9 −1.0 ) is strongly misaligned and on a retrograde orbit. WASP-62 (λ = 19.4
• +5.1 −4.9 ) is slightly misaligned. We explore a range of possibilities for the orbit of WASP-76 b, but are unable to constrain the alignment of the orbit beyond the general statement that it is likely strongly misaligned in the positive λ direction.
Our result for WASP-71 disagrees with the larger angle published by Smith et al. (2013) . Despite the use of HARPS data rather than the CORALIE data available to Smith et al., we find little improvement in precision over their result, but for WASP-79 we find an improvement of more than a factor of 10 over the previous assessment by Addison et al. (2013) , with which our new measurement agrees. WASP76b's spin-orbit angle measurement is uncertain. However, because the host rotates slower than expected for its age and spectral type, as per Schlaufman (2010) we have an indication that the star is more likely pole-on than equator on. This is supported by the tests that were carried out in presence of priors on both v sin Is and b.
We show that the previously identified benefit of DT over RM modelling, namely the ability to break the degeneracy between v sin Is and λ in low impact parameter cases, is not always applicable. However, tomography does consistently help to improve the precision of stellar rotation velocity measurements compared to RM modelling.
Using three different models has allowed us to compare and contrast their performance. We find that all three models give consistent values for λ under the application of the same Bayesian priors, and when starting from the same initial conditions. We find that the Boué model consistently underestimates the value of v sin Is compared to the Hirano model, and that it also tends to underestimate v sin Is compared to tomographic analysis. Moreover, we find that the estimates of v sin Is found from analysis of the RM effect often diverges from spectral analysis values, possibly a function of stellar rotation. We would therefore suggest caution when applying priors on v sin Is. Table A1 . A summary of the results for the six systems studied herein, as returned by MCMC modelling of the complete sets of photometric and spectroscopic data for each system, including DT modelling of the RM effect. For WASP-76, a prior on the impact parameter has been applied. 
